Abstract: Affine invariant feature computing method is an important part of statistical pattern recognition due to the robustness, repeatability, distinguishability and wildly applicability of affine invariant feature. Multi-Scale Autoconvolution (MSA) is a transformation proposed by Esa Rathu which can get complete affine invariant feature.
Introduction
In many computer vision applications, the most difficult things for a machine to do is to recognize objects under different geometric transformations. In general, we model the distortions of the objects in 2D image using affine mapping. Therefore, building affine invariances becomes an important issue. There are two main solution suggested to get affine invariant: segmenting and non-segmenting methods. In the first category, most of the methods are based on regions or boundary segments [1] or interest points [11] [12] . Well known methods include boundary based Fourier descriptors [2] [3] , discrete interest point based methods [4] . The main drawback of these solutions is that they are very dependent on the success of the segmentation process.
The other category includes the non-segmenting methods typically based on some image transforms. For examples, in models where only rotation, scaling and translation are involved, Fourier-Mellin transform [5] , Radon transform [6] can be applied as suggested. [7] proposed an iterative method called Global Affine Transformation Correlation for character recogntion. However, these methods are computationlly expensive to be applied.
Esa Rathu etc proposed an multi-scale autoconvolution(MSA) to get affine invariants [10] [8] [9] . Their technique is based on applying standard point-based invariants in a novel way, combined with probabilistic ideas. The MSA descriptors are not only affine invariant completely but also robust to noises and image occlusion. However, MSA affine invariance are sensitive to illumination. This paper introduces a novel approach for affine invariant pattern recognition by improving Multi-Scale Autoconvolution transform. We propose a new notion of N-domain vectors included angle map which is built by computing the included angles between the vectors composed of the image point and its N-domain image points. This paper is organized as follows. The upcoming section introduces the improved MSA transform simply and the mathmatical drivation by means of statistical analysis. Next section 3 is mainly about how to build N-domain vectors included angle map. In section 4 we describe the experiments performed. At last, the conclusion is given.
Improved Multi-Scale Autoconvolution
Multi-Scale Autoconvolution transform presented in [10] relies on the coordinate mapping defined any three image points called a basis-triplet which was utilized in [11] for creating a hash table. MSA transform does not require any segmentation of interest points, while it treats the image as a probability density function of the interest points which is denoted by ( ) y x p , . In this paper we apply included angles to replace the interest points in the image and define the ( ) y x p , in another form.
As is well known, when the image points are fixed, the angle bwteen the vectors composed of the image points is invariant to illumination. [10] has proved that any affine transformation applied to the image coordinates will not change the linear relationship between the image points and the point in the affine space spanned by basis-triplet composed of these points themselves. We have known that the included angle is invairant to illmination. If we can prove that the relationship between the included angles and the included angle in the affine space spanned by theses included angles is invariant to affine transformation, we can build an included angle map to replace the probability density function in [10] .
We give the demonstration in the following.
Clearly, the included angle θ between the vector 
As is shown in [11] , we apply an affine transformation ( )
to the image, then the included angle will be ( ) According to (1) and (2), application of cosine transformation will get the relation
The cosine transformation values of these included angles are among ( )
, therefore the absolute value of included angle map is treated as a probability function, each included angle in it is denoted by ( ) y x p , . We can normalize the included angle α to form ( )
in the following manner
We can now assume that three points 0 x , 1 x and 2
x are randomly drawn form ( )
like in [10] . These vectors are used as basis vectors in the following transformation
Where ( ) β α , are coordinated of the point u in the affine space spanned by the basis-triplet ( )
According to (3), application of an affine transformation ( )
Which means that any affine transformation applied to the absolute normalized included angle map will not change the coordinates ( )
In the following, we can build our transform like [10] . Firstly, we can consider some fixed values of ( ) β α , and get the distribution ( )
of the basis-triplet. It can be shown that 
N-domain vectors included angle map
Clearly, the difference between our improved transform and the MSA is that the probabilty density fucntion in our transform is not the gray value of the image but the absolute cosine value of the vectors included angle. Therefore, before the transform we should bulid a N-domain vectors included angle map where every element on it is an angle of vectors composed of the image point and its N-domain points.
Every image point has 8 N-domain points. Obviously, the angle between the vectors composed of the image point and its domain points is fixed. If we directly compute the included-angle map, the map has no meaning. Hence, we propose another approach to build the map.
When we suppose that the changing of illumination is well-distributed, the changing of the grayvalue of the image is also well-distributed. Therefore it can be seen that the position of the N-domain point with maximum and minimum grayvalue of an image point is fixed. Hence, we link the image point and its maximum grayvalue N-domain point to be a vector, then link the image point and its minimum grayvalue N-domain point to be the other vector. After that, we calculate the included-angle between the two vectors to get the value of the corresponding included angle map. If the maximum grayvalue and the minimum grayvalue are the same, we set the corresponding value to be 0.
The value of the N is another important issue. If the N is too large, the included-angle will not preseve the consistency of the grayvalue better. If the N is too small, the included-angle will not be that meaningful. Therefore, we set the value of N to be
In this paper, we select the parameter n of 5 , 4 , 3 , 2 , 1 , 0 = n , and choose the best performance of the corresponding N-domain included-angle map. We didn't take much consider with the chosen of N here. It's a future important research issue.
Experiments

The selection of N in N-domain included angle map
We take several groups of images to calculate the N-domain included angle map. In As is mentioned before, the N-domain included angle map is mainly to adapt the well-distributed illumination variation. We add well-distributed illumination on some images, and calculate the N-domain included angle map. When the corresponding maps are compared, the absolute difference become zero as shown in Fig. 2 . 2-domain included-angle maps respectively. From Fig. 2 we can see that the method can adapt the well-distributed illumination variation well. In the following experiment, we set the N to 1 when computing the N-domain included angle map. As is shown in [10] , MSA performed on digital images need to be discrete. By discretizing (9) and (10) where P and F are the discrete Fourier transform pairs of p and f respectively [10] . We take the 29 ( ) β α , pairs taken in [8] for obtaining the features.
In the second experiment, we perfom on two groups of samples images. The second group samples are the first group samples with affine transformation and illumination variation. The random affine transformation was generated by randomly choosing the affine transformation matrix and the translation is according to the following expression, spectrum of the first group and second group are given above in Fig. 3.(a)-(b) . In the spectrums, α axis is downwards and β axis is to the right. From Fig. 3 , we can conclude that the inner distance of the MSA based descriptors on same image with illumination variation are large, but when the improved MSA spectrums of the first group and second group are compared, the absolute difference become nearly zero as shown in Fig. 3.(b) .
4.3 Performance of the Improved MSA compared to the MSA and affine invariant moments
The purpose of this part is to illustrate the performance of the improved MSA compared to the MSA and affine invariant moments. The affine invariant moments method is described in [13] . We constructed the four invariants using second and third order moments with the affine invairant moments.
In the third experiment, we classified gray-scale images of 26 Enghlish letters. The resolution of the images was 64 64 × , some samples are shown in Fig. 4 . Here, we use the nearest classifier to test the performance of these moments.
First, we trained the classifier using the image with no distortions and then tested the methods by classifying the same images which now are affine transformed and with different illumination. In many situations, an object may be disturbed by some other unwanted object which causes partial occlusion. Therefore, we tested this by introducing different sized and randomly situated occlusions on the letter images, some samples are shown in Fig. 4 . We take three turns of testing under different affine transformed matrixs. The result of different methods and different occlusion sizes was shown in Fig. 5 , the value is the mean of these tests. From Fig. 4 we can see that the orignal colorful RGB images for testing have many blots and aboundary texture . To test these methods under noise conditions, we didn't remove these information.
Therefore, the classified result in this paper is a little low. From Fig. 5 , we can observe that, when the size of occlusion is small, these methods can get well calssified results, while the size increases the performance of these methods decrease sharply. However in all the test cases, the relative performance of the improved MSA is significantly better.
Conclusion
In this article we improved the Multi-Scale Autoconvolution transform by computing the N-domain included angle map of the processed image. N-domain included-angle map is a novel concept firstly proposed in this paper which is built through computing the included-angle between the vectors composed of the image point and its N-domain points.
This method is mainly applied to cope with the problem that MSA descriptors are senstive to illumination. We analyzed the method theoretically and proved it in mathematical aspect. We didn't mention the detail of the property of improved MSA transform because that the property is same with that of the orignal MSA transform which can be found in [8] . The improved transformation is applicable to affine invariant feature extration. The proposed method was assessed experimentally by comparing it to MSA transform and affine moment. As observed in the experiments, the improved MSA transformation can adapt the illumination, noise and occlusion better than the other methods.
